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Daman welcomes travllers from all parts of the world with its sun kissed beaches which offer fun
and frolic atmosphere. It is situated on the southern border of Gujrat and stands surrounded by the
pellucid waters of the Arabian Sea on all sides.  The clean and picturesque beaches of Daman are
very inviting to all the tourists especially the urban tired souls. The surpassed charm of the place
offers travllers with various myriad of visual delights to the travllers. Be it watching the sunset by the
sea shore, making sand castles in the golden sands, basking in the pleasant weather, enjoying
various water sports the singularity of Daman islands out from every corner of its landscape.  Apart
from charismatic beaches the city is blessed with rich historical heritage which boasts of colorful and
multi- faceted culture. All these cultures blend and merge together in the melting pot of Daman, and
give rise to its ornate cultural heritage. On your trip travllers can visit places like Fort, Moti daman,
Nani Daman, Light house, Born Jesus church, Lady of Rosary Chapel, Our Lady of Sea church, 
Hilsa Aquarium, Kanchigam Water tank,  Hathi park, Bridge Side Garden, Municipal Children park
etc.

Hotels in Daman offer holiday homes to the travllers who intend to travel to this destination. These
hotels offer a host of modern day facilities to ensure a comfortable stay for you and your family.
Travllers can select from luxury establishment to budget hotels as per their budget. There is
something for every travllers to look forward to when it comes to choosing a hotel in Daman.  Most
of the  deluxe hotels are tastefully decorated room are not only spacious  but offers various in room
amenities like high speed internet access, television with remote control, coffee maker, refrigerator,
air conditioner, microwave, news paper and much more are known to offer online hotel booking to
make it convenient for the travllers.

These hotels in Daman very well understand the requirement of every travllers by offering those
rooms and amenities as per their vacation. The offer special packages and privileges to the
honeymooners and to the families travelling with their children. These incredible hotels also offer the
business travllers with all the comforts to make their trip convenient and comfortable. So just pack
your bags and get ready to explore this beautiful beach destination with your loved ones and create
unforgettable memories to cherish throughout your life time.
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